Order form

Beuth Standards Collection
Current as of 1 January 2019

Product selection

I/We wish to order ______________ copy/copies of the following subject areas (please tick appropriate boxes) at a total price of ______________ plus VAT, as an annual subscription.

A Perinorm subscription is required for the purchase of the BEST Collection. (See the current Perinorm order form for purchasing conditions.)

I am already a Perinorm User. My customer no. is: ______________

DIN Members are entitled to a membership discount of 15% on the BEST Collection, with the exception of BEST Collection 22, BEST Collection 25, BEST Collection 27, BEST Collection 28, BEST Collection 29, BEST Collection 30, BEST Collection 31 and Perinorm. VDI Members are entitled to a membership discount of 10% on BEST Collection 22. DVS Members are entitled to a membership discount of 10% on BEST Collection 25.

Members who have paid the lump-sum reproduction fee are permitted to use the electronic standards supplied as part of the BEST Collection in their company intranet and to reproduce printouts of these electronic standards without payment of an additional charge. This does not apply to BEST Collection 22, use of which is subject to VDI Notices 4 and 5, BEST Collection 25, use of which is subject to the licensing conditions of DVS, BEST Collection 27, use of which is subject to the licensing conditions of SNV, BEST Collection 28, use of which is subject to the licensing conditions of ISO, BEST Collection 30, use of which is subject to the licensing conditions of BSI, BEST Collection 31, use of which is subject to the licensing conditions of GEFMA, and the application of Perinorm, use of which is a prerequisite and is subject to the general terms and conditions applying to the lease of Perinorm.

Users who are not DIN Members, or DIN Members who have not paid the lump-sum reproduction fee, are required to make payment of a non-members’ reproduction fee to DIN. Only then is the use on their company intranet of the electronic standards supplied as part of the BEST Collection or the reproduction of any printed output permitted. This does not apply to BEST Collection 22, use of which is subject to VDI Notices 4 and 5, BEST Collection 25, use of which is subject to the licensing conditions of DVS, BEST Collection 27, use of which is subject to the licensing conditions of SNV, BEST Collection 28, use of which is subject to the licensing conditions of ISO, BEST Collection 30, use of which is subject to the licensing conditions of BSI, BEST Collection 31, use of which is subject to the licensing conditions of GEFMA, and the application of Perinorm, use of which is a prerequisite and is subject to the general terms and conditions applying to the lease of Perinorm.

BEST Collection 28 contains ISO Standards and BEST Collection 30 contains BSI Standards in their original English-language versions.

The subscription remains effective for a minimum period of one year. In the first year of usage the annual user fee will be calculated on a pro rata basis for the remainder of the calendar year. In the second year of usage and in all following years the annual user fee will be calculated in January for the full calendar year. Subscribers will be informed in good time of any changes to annual prices.

Subscriptions will be renewed by tacit agreement for further periods of one year unless notice of termination is given not later than three months before their date of expiry. Subscriptions cancelled with proper notice given terminate at the end of the same calendar year.
The subscriber will use the electronic DIN Standards as follows:

- at a single workstation  
- in a company intranet:
  
  DIN membership no.: ______________________________

The subscriber will use the VDI standards from BEST Collection 22 as follows:

- at a single workstation  
- in a company intranet: no. of employees: ___

The subscriber will use the DVS technical bulletins and codes from BEST Collection 25 as follows:

- at a single workstation  
- in a company intranet: no. of employees: ___

The subscriber will use the Swiss mechanical engineering standards from BEST Collection 27 as follows:

- at a single workstation  
- in a company intranet: no. of employees: ___

The subscriber will use the ISO Standards from BEST Collection 28 as follows:

- at a single workstation  
- in a company intranet:
  
  - number of simultaneous network users: ___
  
  - number of sites: ___

The subscriber will use the BSI Standards from BEST Collection 30 as follows:

- at a single workstation  
- in a company intranet:
  
  - number of simultaneous network users: ___
  
  - number of sites: ___

The subscriber will use the GEFMA guidelines from BEST Collection 31 as follows:

- at a single workstation  
- in a company intranet: no. of employees: ___

General terms and conditions

With your order you are accepting the general terms and conditions of Beuth Verlag GmbH (including the additional terms and conditions applying to the product ordered), available at www.beuth.de/en/general-terms-and-conditions

Customer data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beuth Customer no: K</th>
<th>Name of company</th>
<th>Position/department</th>
<th>Street</th>
<th>Postcode, City, Country</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Simply fill out this form and return it to us:

EMAIL mediaservice@beuth.de

FAX +49 30 2601-1268

PHONE +49 30 2601-2668

More information: www.beuth.eu

Beuth Verlag GmbH

Saatwinkler Damm 42/43

13627 Berlin

Germany

Place, date  Legally binding signature

Your personal data is used for the processing of your orders. They will also be used to inform you of further offers from the DIN Group that may be of interest to you – you can revoke the use of your data for this purpose at any time. For more information on your right of revocation and data privacy, go to www.beuth.de/en/privacystatement